Interferometric and schlieren optical systems have long been used in the stu~ of refractive index fields. They offer convenient methods for observing large regions with high resolution in.short times. The images formed provide detailed graphic displays of the refractive index fields under study. The techniques suffer from an intrinsic disadvantage: they form images from light which has passed through the entire experimental region and, therefore, contains information only on the integral (average) refractive index (or refractive index ~radient) traversed. In addition, the refractive index gradients cause distortions in the image.
In mass transfer studies, where the refractive index profile near the cell wall is different from that in the center of the cell, it is 'desirable to augment interferometric refractive index measurements by a refractive index profile measured next to the cell window, in order to correct for refractive index variation in the direction of light propagation. The critical angle refractometer described here was constructed for this purpose, but it may also be used as a separate experimental tool.
CRITICAL ANGLE REFRACTOMETERY
Snell's Law (Eq~ 1) relates the angle of refraction ek at which light passes through a mdeium of refractive index ~ to the angle of· incidence e. and the corresponding external refractive index n ..
The medium kneed not be in direct contact with the external medium·i
as long as all media in between are joined by parallel interfaces. The angle 8 is measured :from the line perpendicular.to all of the interfaces.
If the refractive index of one of the layers is so low that Eq. 1 cannot be satisfied (sin 8 cannot exceed 1.0), light is totally reflected at the layer. The largest angle of refraction for transmitted light is the critical angle of refraction. It is determined by the lowest refractive index region traversed. Even when the critical angle is not exceeded, a part of the incident light is reflected.
Critical angle refractometers determine the refractive index of the medium of lowest refractive index in the optical path by measuring the critical angle. Figure 1 shows the reflected and transmitted light beams and·images observed in the telescope of an Abbe refractometer~1 •
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The images are formed-by illUlirinating a pair of optical reference prisms, bounding the medium to be measured, with diffuse monochromatic light and observing the transmitted or reflectedlight. The lowest angle of totally reflected light ( Fig. la) , or the highest angle of transmitted light (Fig. lb) , appear as the boundary between an illum~ inated +egion and a dark region. The reflected image is of low contrast because light at angles below the critical angle is partially reflected.
The transmitted image is of lower intensity but higher contrast and should, therefore, be used whenever possible, The boundary between the two regions is parallel to the axis of the;· critical angle. 
as a boundary between a dark and a light region on the £ilm. Thus, the re£ractive index pro£ile along the line o£ measurement is graphically ...
recorded in the image. Figure 4 shows such an image o£ a refractive \.·~· index pro£ile £or.med at a di££using boundary between two solutions.
A diagram o£ the l~ght re£lection and re£raction at the observed interface helps to explain how the image is £ormed. Figure 5 is incident on the observed inter.fact at x = 0, y = 0 and continues into the observed medi Ul11 (which has un interfacial re:fracti VC index of n ) o.t
•:-- 
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The angle of the returned light equals the angle of the incident light.
The light which returns to the interface from within the solution may be eliminated by spatial ~iltering. Thus, the refractive index profile next to the glass wall can be measured. Alternatively, the light returning to the interface may be used to study the refractive index profile in the y direction.
CONCLUSION
A critical angle refractometer has been constructed for use in mass· ( 6 ) in electrochemical mass trans.fer studies.
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